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Agenda
Session 1: Introductions and vision for the network
Chair: Barbara Gorgoni (University of Aberdeen)
• Public engagement and ISSF: Chloe Sheppard (Wellcome Trust)
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• Organisers’ perspectives: Barbara Gorgoni (University of Aberdeen)
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• Links to NCCPE Scotland Network Event: Mhairi Stewart (University of St. Andrews)
• SFC perspective on public engagement: Hazel McGraw (Scottish Funding Council)
• Table discussions: what do people expect from this network?
• Nominal feedback from each table, general discussion.
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Session 2: Strategies for developing quality public engagement
Chair: Erin Hardee (University of Dundee)
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•

Strategies and challenges to embed public engagement: Heather Rea (Beltane)

•

Success stories on networking/funding:

•

1.

Explorathon (Chris Croly, University of Aberdeen)

2.

Cell Block Science (Amy Hayward, University of St. Andrews)

3.

Success stories from delegates

Table discussions on different topics, rotating every 15 mins.
1.

How can we overcome barriers we’re experiencing in enabling PE?

2.

How do we make the case for PE to senior management?

3.

How do we write a PE strategy, which elements are important?

4.

How do we identify & partner effectively with communities/third

sector organisations?
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How do we reach a diverse audience: socially/age-specific/etc.?

Display outcomes on flip-charts around the room.

Coffee break; chance to look at feedback above
Session 3: Open session
Chair: Mhairi Stewart (University of St. Andrews)
This session addresses the questions/topics raised by delegates that due to time
constraints cannot be addressed in the main session. Format uses the “stones/balloons”
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system where delegates have the opportunity to raise questions/issues and these will be
matched to helpful suggestions/comments by other delegates. We will collate these and
if people write their names they will be able to follow up suggestions and help through a
“buddy system”.

Agenda cont’d
Session 4: Conclusions
Chair: Becky Hothersall and Alison Caldecott (University of Glasgow)
•
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Future directions: feedback from the room; incorporate feedback from the

introduction session
•

Ways to stay in touch

•

Announce next meeting

Social gathering, BrewDog Castlegate
0
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Session 1: Introductions and vision for the network
What is this network for?
Barbara introduced the starting vision for the network which we hope to build upon today. This is an
inclusive network which will,
• Increase awareness of PE, its potential and contribution to HEI
• Facilitate inter-institutional collaborations
• Create a formal peer support group
• Align to funders’ messages
• Share expertise and good practice, challenges
• Optimise funding
While taking into account the Scottish environment we practice in with its unique qualities such
as,
Geography
Rurality and wide demographics
Devolved elements e.g. education, law system, NHS, prison system
No student fees, universities facing income shortfalls
Focus on student recruitment, less resources for 'non essential' strands like PE
Pressure to link PER with student recruitment and/or widening access, a Scot Gov priority
area
Mhairi then commented on where this sits alongside the NCCPE Network meeting:
The NCCPE vision is wider than SHE PEN - including academics and other providers and potentially
audience. Both networks want to include key community members. There is, and will continue to
be, ongoing communication between the two, and today we are looking for feedback on how this
group might envisage the relationship developing. Ongoing discussions have led to the proposal
to hold the two meetings on one day at one venue with this facilitators’ network meeting being a
parallel meeting to a wider engagement meeting.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do we want from this network?
We asked you to discuss on your tables what you would like this network to look like and what our
united goals should be. The collective notes were collated and summarised by Mhairi Stewart.
Comments generally fell into 3 categories as summarized below.
Professional Support Network
•

•

A support network was favourably and prominently commented on by every table. A key
comment was that we would like to have regular communications and a list of expertise in
order to know whom to contact
o ACTION POINT: We will create a jisc mailing list and a google doc for
the network which people can populate with their own particular areas
of expertise.
o
A high priority for many was our own professional development. It is felt that current funder
or external development support has a strong London or south of England focus rendering it

•

•

•

difficult to access. Additional suggestions included professional accreditation or chartered
status. We are aware of discussions and a consultation being currently undertaken on the
professionalization of PER facilitators and will await the outcome of these. This is being led
by Helen Featherstone who is feeding back her findings to the National Forum for Public
Engagement in STEM.
A very interesting suggestion, for which there was some support, was to develop interinstitutional training for each other (train the trainer) followed by delivering training to each
other’s researchers for our own CPD. This may also address other issues, e.g. outsider
influence – more on this in the notes for session 2.
o ACTION POINT: In order to not duplicate effort and remain accessible
to all, we will use the ScotPEN Facebook group and the jisc mailing
list referred to above in the first instance. Proposal is to change the
SHEPEN name to ScotPEN as well.
o
Sharing expertise and information was also a high priority. This included the sharing of
practical resources, materials and creating combined toolkits. There has already been one
offer of contribution to a shared toolkit on costing of PER activity (see Session 3).
o ACTION POINT: any individual interested in contributing to shared
toolkits on evaluation, costing, training, or with any other suggestions
please get in touch with the steering group in the first instance.
o
A key network outcome was seen to be further collaboration. A coordinated national
approach will foster opportunity and help eliminate the duplication of effort.
o ACTION POINT: This can only be achieved by the continued input
from network members. Thank you for you input up till now and
please do continue to interact to develop your network.

Network Meetings
• Presence of funding bodies. We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the Wellcome
and SFC representatives who attended the meeting, this was greatly appreciated and it was
felt should be central to our annual meetings. Direct dialogue on funders’ priorities to feed
back to management and researchers was felt to be crucial to both lending credibility to the
meeting and to outputs that can be actioned from it. I was also noted that the dialogue
presented us with the opportunity to present the unique regional challenges of conducting
PER in Scotland.
• The meeting structure was widely discussed, especially in relation to the NCCPE regional
networks and the inclusion of non-academic collaborators, researchers and audience. In
terms of network members the suggestion is to continue this network as one for PE
facilitators and those supporting researchers to engage. This will then be complemented by
the NCCPE network which is wider, including researchers, non-academic science and arts
communicators and audiences. The suggestion is to combine the meetings to a day-long
event with a half day breakout strand for this network meeting resulting in one strand on
‘doing PE’ and one on ‘supporting PE’.

o ACTION POINT: The steering committee will take this forward with
the Scottish NCCPE network meeting organisers.

•

Steering committee. This year the organizing committee has consisted of representatives of
the ISSF Universities. Going forward we would like a wider group.
o ACTION POINT: Please put yourself forward if you are interested in a
role within the steering group.

Embedding
• It was felt that this network is important in raising the profile and credibility of PER in our
institutions.
• We would like to pursue the relevance of this network in both REF and non-REF related PER
• Establishing common definitions of terms was noted on all tables. Terms such as ‘public
engagement’ have concrete and agreed definitions, however we felt there is merit in
establishing definitions for, e.g. ‘outreach’ and ‘knowledge exchange’ which will help with
regards to embedding PER institutionally and in cross-institutional dialogue and
collaboration.
o ACTION POINT: Google doc will include a tab for suggestions and
comments on vocabulary requiring defining.

Session 2: Strategies for developing quality public
engagement
Five topics were discussed by rotating groups of participants. The collective notes were collated
and summarised by Becky Hothersall. [Square brackets] indicate a guess about intended meaning.
1) What training do WE need and can WE do it together?

A very diverse range of topics was listed. Several sub-topics relating to evaluation were
mentioned, including:
•

How to do it

•

Reporting requirements and data handling

•

Sustainability/legacy

•

[Could we produce a] toolkit?

Evaluation and recording of PE activity were also mentioned in the context of ethics: the ethics of
doing PE, and of PE as advocacy, but also specifically of sharing data, and data protection.
Several comments related to our development - career progression, mentoring (within/external to
our field (PE) or sector (HE)).
Some people listed specific forms of communication – writing for researchers; media training;
podcasting; PE grant writing.
Others covered longer term or more involved types of engagement, citing co-creation of research;
dialogue, and advanced training. One thread linked these with diversity and unconscious bias
training, mentioning opportunities to apply these to ensure better communication with, and
understanding of, our audiences and partners.
What can we do as a network?
There seemed to be a real appetite for sharing skills and practice. Suggestions included conducting
a skills audit, leading to skills sharing. Pooling of training, resources, and plans was also suggested.
Can we apply for funding as a group to undertake the training we’ve identified a need for? A really
interesting idea emerged about running “train the trainer” sessions, followed by training each
other’s researchers. Potential benefits included outside influencer, and professional development
for the trainers through new perspectives and awareness.
2) How do we make the case for PE to senior management?
Major themes recorded in this discussion focused on
Demonstrating and increasing the value of public engagement
- Highlight how PE brings in ££: directly through externally funded posts, PE grants, PE strands
of research grants; indirectly through enhancement of reputation, staff/student satisfactions
and retention [identity/belonging].
-

Provide more evidence to make economical case, through evaluation and better case studies.

-

Demonstrate that good PE can support publication success.

Identifying drivers and aligning with senior management priorities and goals
- PE as a funder requirement including reporting requirements – use to apply pressure.
-

Aligns to other strategic drivers (e.g. EU Responsible Research and Innovation; Athena Swan);
REF [contributes to “environment” as well as big impact case studies]; widening access.

Improving perception and recognition of PE as a competitive field
- Encourage external recognition via applications for awards, grants – and publicise these,
making management look good.
-

Encourage those who are already keen – give them ammunition to use and “open their eyes”
by encouraging to attend and network at events (e.g Engage; local PE event), especially
where politicians and media present.

-

Increase visibility through HEI newsletter, website, social media.

-

More training

-

Publicise e.g. Watermark as PE equivalent of Athena Swan – marker of institutional support.

-

Use good PE to build momentum and advocates.

-

Generate internal and external competition.

3) How do we write a PE strategy? Which elements are important?
Considerations for putting together a strategy included:
- Alignment and linkage with institutional strategies and conditions/needs (including ensuring
PE staff are represented on wider institutional committees if possible).
-

Ensure it is relevant and measureable; be clear about who will use it, how and why? Identify
communication channels.

-

Co-creation and buy-in: determine who should have input to the strategy and write it with
them - senior management, researchers, other stakeholders, audience partners or members of
the public if appropriate.

-

Planning and sustainability - have meetings prior to writing the strategy; make it iterative;
determine the time scale; show growth and development (ambition).

- Evaluation – e.g. through Watermark.
Contents of the strategy – what does it need?
-

Clear objective and purpose, and outcomes.

-

Appropriate funding and staff time commitment (show commitment – verbal and physical).

-

Appropriate definitions (and language throughout).

-

Links to an implementation plan.

-

Key performance indicators.

Other notes mentioned positioning relative to the public: public buy in to validate the strategy,
and whether it should be understandable to members of the public.
Another strand listed areas of focus for reward and recognition that should be considered within
the strategies: job descriptions; PDR; CPD; awards/prizes; academic leads/champions; workload
planning.

4). How do we identify and partner effectively with communities/third sector organisations?
Lots of suggestions encouraged open networking, building relationships and encouraging sharing
of networks - partnerships will follow and sharing will introduce new collaborators.
Making contact: Scope stakeholders to find initial contacts and identify gatekeepers. Use third
sector interfaces where available. Provide a single point of contact for PE at your
institution/organisation. Offer targeted incentives and invite partners to the table and into the
university. Use social media to help promote and share work and events.
Relationships: Be generous with time and resources when working with community groups. Show
an interest, try to see others’ perspectives and understand how their communities or organisations
work. Reflect on power structures and ensure the environment provides mutual benefit. Make sure
you have a presence in the community. Work outside of term-time and try to continue relationships
beyond the initial project.
Legacy: Agree goals, manage expectations and be prepared for failure as well as success. Aim for
partnerships that promote sustainability.

5) How do we reach a diverse audience – socially, age-specific, etc?
N.B. There is some overlap in ideas with Topic 4 above.
Reach: Plan for the right audience. Go to places with wide cross-sections of people. Tie in with
other events and existing audiences. Use your researchers’ existing connections. Consider “impact
multipliers” – e.g. teachers rather than individual children. Think about your language and what
media are appropriate for communicating (e.g. Facebook live? Bangthetable.com?)
Use their knowledge: Use community champions (insider knowledge), community groups, hobbies
or interest groups, and connections between them. Don’t make assumptions; do ask what they
want. Make it free, accessible and relevant to their interests. Be aware of your impact (e.g. honoraria
can affect benefits).
Build relationships: Form reciprocal, sustainable relationships. Be patient – it takes time and
repetition to build trust. Take risks, and don’t be afraid to fail but do learn from it and share your
lessons.
People: Take the right researchers/team – a diverse group if possible. Outsiders can be useful. Aim
for continuity and a strong identity. Provide attainable role models.

Session 3: Open session
The collective notes were collated and summarised by Mhairi Stewart. Names in bold denote
individuals who are happy to be contacted regarding their comments and the broader focus areas.

Focus
Evaluation

Stones
•Focussing on numbers engaged
not the quality of engagement
•Lack of general appreciation of
the true complexity of genuine
evaluation

Funding
and
Resources

•FUNDING and the lack of it
•Competing resources –
TIME/MONEY
•Money, funding,
time/staff/resources, timescales
•Capacity – staff and time
•Budget constraints

Diversifying
Audience

•Audiences not always school kids
•Middle class activity – audiences
fall into this group
•Finding initial contacts, esp.to
community groups

Perception
of PE

•Attitude negative –
external/internal
•Low status of PE
•Lack of reward
•Attitudes towards the value of PE
•PE not valued – a ‘nice to have’
•Pathways to POWER and
INFLUENCE

Balloons
•Give both, whether they ask for it or not – real power of case
studies and stories
•Share evaluation experience through networks
•Writing grant applications with research, WT ‘Provisions for PE’,
RCUK ‘Pathways to Impact’
-Sarah Keer-Keer
•Writing PE into future research grants
•Keep sharing what we’ve done
•Link with 1.WT 2. RCUK Pathways to Impact 3.Institutional
funding options
•Sharing info on approx. costs for freelancer/staff time,
equipment, materials to help to cost proposals
-Nicola Stock- I’d be happy to contribute to a shared toolkit
•Lots of community funding for CP/HEI partnerships – look
beyond academia
-Dawn Smith
•Work with cultural partners, visitor attractions – go to their
events and meetings
-Nicola Stock (esp. science centres)
•Co-production of events (with community groups)
-Sarah Keer-Keer
•Build up sustainable relationships with local partners – tea and
cake!
-Dawn Smith
•Using creative visual ARTS to make
audience/researchers/funders/self happy
-Sarah Keer-Keer
•Use twitter and social media to find groups
-Dawn Smith
•Work with community groups and networks
-Lewis Hou (if you want to work with arts networks let me
know – I’m a resident scientist at voluntary arts Scotland)
•Use other University agenda, e.g. Athena SWAN, for funds,
influence and buy-in
•Champions
•Get external PE awards for researchers (apply anyway) – raises
profile internally and values PE
•Raise awareness by high online presence – University
news/twitter website
-Laura Wicks
•Create internal PE awards for engaged researchers
•Universities made to genuinely care and be rewarded for doing
it, e.g.
-REF requires good PE
-[suggestion]RCUK/Wellcome gold /silver/bronze awards for PE
that impacted on what could apply for and how much money got

-PE genuinely a career progression/promotion area on par with
papers and grants
-Donald Davidson

What is PE?

Pressure on
Researchers

PE as a
Profession

•PR vs PE. There is conflict
•Language. What is meant by
‘public engagement’ in different
circles?
•What is PE?
Undeveloped/underdeveloped
culture in University and /or
communities
•Pressure to publish (4*!)
•Funding council, RCUK and the
system is not enabling or
recognising PE in career
programme = mixed messages
and counter productive
•Competing priorities for
middle/academic management
•PE not genuinely necessary for
researcher career progression and
success or Institute funding success
so ‘time on PE can be researcher
suicide’ is common researcher
perception
•Career progression structures
•Lack of job security and
progression
•Diversity of PE professionals

•Sustainability (incl turnover)

•Who should manage us best? =
‘Nobody understands me!’
•Reputation – institutions are risk
averse
•Unis need to be flexible to
external timescales and priorities

•Definitions and purpose can be clear – manage expectations

•Challenge funders through the network to do more to show and
tell of what they want from PE
•Funding councils should score the Pathways to Impact so we can
evaluate the engagement separately from the science.

•Professional PE body (‘chartered institute’)
•This network! Strength in numbers, creating norms, competition,
making our voices heard
•Diversity: monitor the problem, build a career structure,
changing perceptions endpoint, ask men why not PE?
-Kirsty Ross
•Network of PER practitioners could help signpost researchers to
the right person in their new role
•Audience – Focus on ‘impact multipliers’ like teachers rather
than individual pupils. Ongoing impact beyond CPD sessions
•Embed in strategy. Sign manifesto!
-Kirsty Ross/Helen Szoor-McElhinney
•Form informal support network at institutions (not proper
solution but it helps!)
•Demonstrate the value – longer term partnerships, what it can
lead to.
•[We have] ability to be flexible and capitalise on opportunities –
visible entry point and network

Session 4: Conclusions – Future Directions
Feedback was summarized by Alison Caldecott
1. What we want from this network
Key elements discussed in morning session still apply
• Importance of a support network for those strategically directing and supporting others in
delivery of PER
• Distinct Scottish flavour and focus for network
• Increase awareness of PE landscape in Scotland – activities, funding, training, evaluation
• Provide peer support and strengthen opportunities for collaborative ventures
• Offer a central contact point for funders/partners and others to engage with PER across
Scotland and a strong united voice to respond to consultations etc
• Share and promote Scottish focused materials relating to PER – help drive standard
definitions etc
In addition we could
Seek to broaden range of Network participants
• Invite more Arts, Humanities and Social Science representatives to be part of the network
to allow more opportunities to draw upon their extensive expertise.
• Seek to include representatives from academic societies and IRO’s (Independent
Research Organisations).
• Consider opportunities to invite target audiences – publics- to participate in some
network meetings. Create a space in which to engage and maximise the shared learning
that can be obtained. Exercises to involve the public in shaping PER activities can be
complex and expensive: this network could ensure the effort derives maximum reward.
o ACTION POINT: The scope of this network requires more discussion
including the potential of additional themed meetings (e.g. audience
focussed meetings, or collaboration with the NCCPE network)
Help Network to take advantage of “closed” events/resources
• Members could open up institutional activities (e.g. training, discussion) to other network
members
• Share resources to improve awareness
2. Keeping the momentum going /keeping in touch
One Network or Two?
o Overwhelming support for the value of this (and other?) networks – especially if they
offer a Scottish perspective and focus delivery in Scotland.
o Desire to consider joint networking opportunities with NCCPE group to meet in
Edinburgh 28 June 2017. The focus of the NCCPE activity is on those directly
delivering PER.

Keeping in touch
o Email - this was preferred by the majority and an open self-subscribing mailing list was
preferred – A Jisc Account will be established.
o Social media - Facebook was also popular and the existing SciComm Social Scotland
account was seen as a suitable existing structure to use (though focus on science was
noted)
Note: this group is now titled ScotPEN

o NCCPE has offered to host open or closed webpages on the NCCPE website.
o As well as opportunities for forum discussion and dialogue it was felt that in time it
would be helpful to develop a store of FAQ’s and resources that new members can be
directed to. Options for this to be a Wiki open to all to make contributions and
additions was discussed.
o BIG chat was highlighted as a good networking example that this group may seek to
replicate.
Frequency of Network Meetings
o The value of face to face networking opportunities was broadly supported.
o Holding an annual open network meeting in June was favoured – by a group who had
made it to a June meeting!
o Increasing the frequency to physical meetings was discussed. In addition to ongoing
opportunities to network on-line, it was felt that topic focused or themed meetings
that participants could self-select would be most helpful.

